Parts that **look alike** can’t be **that different**.

Don’t be fooled. Special heat treating and hardening depths cannot be seen on the surface. Nor can one see alloy or carbon composition. Only the OEM manufactures to known specification and tolerances that will ensure long term performance.

Less expensive parts **are still a bargain**.

The shorter life cycle of a counterfeit part can cost a bundle in unexpected downtime and resulting labor. Worst of all, part failure often damages other expensive components. True value doesn’t come with a less expensive part. Elgin OEM Parts are built to last, always.

If the part **fits**, it should work **just fine**.

Part failures can cause downtime and sometimes even personal injury. Don’t Gamble. Will fit... might fit... maybe fit... just doesn’t cut it. For optimum reliability, always depend on Elgin OEM Parts.

**There’s just no substitute for an Elgin OEM performance-matched part!**
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